Consider a diffraction of a beam of particles in M when the dielectric coefficient is a constant 6, above a surface 5* and a constant e2 below a surface S, and the magnetic permeability is constant throughout K . S is assumed to be periodic in the xx direction and of the form x, = fx (s), xi = fjis) ' x2 arbitrary. We prove that there exists a unique solution to the time-harmonic Maxwell equations in E having the form of refracted waves for x3 > 1 and of transmitted waves for -x3 » 1 if and only if there exists a unique solution to a certain system of two coupled Fredholm equations. Thus, in particular, for all the e 's, except for a discrete number, there exists a unique solution to the Maxwell equations.
Introduction
In this paper we consider the Maxwell equations for time harmonic solutions in the entire space R , with piecewise constant dielectric coefficient having jump across a periodic surface. The magnetic permeability p is assumed to be constant whereas the dielectric coefficient e is given by e = e¡ above a surface S:x3 = f(xx) and e = e2 below the surface S; e¡ and e2 are different constants. If S is a half-space {x3 = 0} then the solution É0, H0 can be computed explicitly. We assume in this paper that S is periodic, i.e., fi(xx+L) = fi(xx) \/xxgR(L>0).
We wish to find a solution È, H such that Ë -Ëq and H -H0 are superpositions of "transmitted' waves (0.1) in {x, < -A} and of "reflected" waves in {x3 > A} where A > max l/l.
In § §1-7 we assume that fi G C and we reduce the solution of the Maxwell equations to a Fredholm system of four integral equations; in §8 we reduce it further to a Fredholm system of two integral equations. Thus for all but a discrete sequence of values of the physical parameters there exists a unique solution to the integral equations, yielding a solution of the Maxwell equations; the solution satisfies (0.1). In §9 we prove that any solution of the Maxwell equations which satisfies (0.1) is uniquely determined. In §10 we generalize the previous results to the case where the curve 5 = Sn{x2 = 0} is not necessarily of the form x3 = f(xx ) with / G C2 ; in fact S is assumed to be a piecewise C curve, which is not necessarily an x3-graph. In particular, the case where / is a step-function is included; this case arises in the design of digital lenses (oral communication from Dr. Allen Cox at Honeywell).
Integral equations have been used by Benaldi [2] to solve the Maxwell equations; he used finite-elements schemes for computing the solutions of the integral equation. The Maxwell equations in periodic structure corresponding to arrays of antennas were studied by Nedelec and Starling [8] ; Bellout and Friedman [ 1 ] studied the Schrödinger equation for a periodic potential, corresponding to quantum scattering by a slab with periodically varying potential energy.
For the specific problem dealt with in this paper, there is a numerical approach due to Gaylord and Moharam [5] , which is based on approximating fi(xx) by step-functions and using the "separation of variables" method for solving the approximating problems.
A good background on diffraction optics in grating material, especially from engineering and numerical points of view, can be found in a collection of articles edited by R. Petit [9] .
The Maxwell equations
We denote points in R3 by X = (xx, x2, xf), Y = (yx, y2, yf). Let 5 be a surface in R given by S:x3 = fi(xx) where f(xx) is periodic of period L: fi(xx+L) = fi(xx) Vx,;
we also assume that fi gC .
Introduce the domains Çïx={X = (xx, x2, xf ; xx > f(xf}, Q.2 = {X = (xx, x2, xf) ; xx < f(xf)}.
We assume that the magnetic permeability p is constant throughout space whereas the dialectric coefficient e satisfies e = Í £l in "' ' \ e2 in £22, where e,, s2 are complex constants and ex ^ e2. Writing for j = 1, 2 i . a i . n s = e + is , e = e. + ze , we further assume that e'j>0, e">0;
the case e" > 0 accounts for absorption; see, for instance, [4, §82] .
Suppose a beam of particles is incident to the period surface 5 from above and it is time periodic of period 2n/o). We wish to find the corresponding time harmonic solution É(r)e~lM, H(r)e~ ' (r = X = (xx,x2,xf)
of the Maxwell equations and, in particular, to investigate the asymptotic behavior of the solution as |jc3| -> oo. Setting E = E\çi. » H = Hin. »
Maxwell's equations in each £2. are Notice that Im/? > 0 and Im/? > 0 imply exponential decay away from S (due to absorption). We wish to find a solution to (1.1 )-( 1.6) for a general periodic surface S such that (0.1) holds; this last condition is precisely the condition (9.2) under which uniqueness is proved in §9.
We look for a solution satisfying:
e~'ax,Ê(r) and e~'ax'H(r) are periodic in xx of period L, and are independent of x2.
In the sequel we use the notation ex = (1,0,0), e2 = (0,1,0), e3 = (0,0,1).
Throughout this paper we write
We conclude this section by proving that equations (1.5), (1.6) follow from Av + k v = 0, where k = -^fpë;
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Integral representation of solutions
It is easily seen that É and H both satisfy, outside S, the equation (2.1) we shall always choose k such that Rek>0, lm«t>0.
It is natural to expect an integral representation of Ë, H by means of the fundamental solution Ok of (2.1):
Motivated by [7] we shall try to find a solution of the form = ^y(/xvÄ + _v,(y.vyo,) + -70fc| c i.e., (2.5) holds. The proof of (2.6) is similar.
In the sequel we shall be interested only in / and / which are independent of y2 and are such that
e~'ay,I(yx) and e~'ay¡J(yx) are periodic in yx of period L.
We then must show that the integrals in (2.3), (2.4) make sense. This is done in the next section.
Periodic fundamental solution
In the sequel we assume that (3.1) k2¿(^-a\ forall« = 0,±l,±2, ... .
Notice that if Ime > 0 then (3.1) is certainly satisfied.
Lemma 3.1. The following formula holds:
-oo ŵ here x = (xx, xf, y = (yx, yf) and H0 is a Hankel function.
Proof. Substituting Ç = (a2 +y2)l,2a~l/2, we get r e'k(aW)m A r e'kaC .. ni"(i),, .
in the last equality we used [6, p. 322, 387 #4] for Im/c > 0, where H^l) is a Hankel function.
In the sequel we use the notation x = (xx, xf), y = (yx, yf) and set Since /c t¿ (2nn/L -a) for k gC , fi"(k) is a complex analytic function in C+ ; furthermore, it is continuous up to {Im k = 0} and (3) (4) (5) fin(k) =^k 2-(^f-a)2 for k real, k2 > (2j* -a)2 , ia/(2m _ a)2 _ fc2 for jfc real, fc2 < (^f -a)2.
Theorem 3.2. For any kGC+ the following holds:
Notice that for Ac > 0 the infinite series contains a finite number of oscillating terms, namely those with (2nn/L -a) < k2 ; the remaining terms are exponentially decaying as |x3 -y3\ -> oo, and so is their sum. On the other hand, if k gC+ then all the terms in (3.6) are exponentially decaying as \x3 -yf -> oo .
Proof. It suffices to establish and gN is uniformly convergent for \x\ = R, (VO < R < L/2) since the same is true of gN + <¡?k 0 (by Theorem 3.2). Hence, by elliptic estimates, gN is uniformly convergent also in {\x\ < R} . It follows that
Vk(x-y)-e-la(x^)%fx-y)
is a smooth function also as x -y -0 and then, by Remark 3.1,
is smooth V*, y.
The above argument is due to Nedelec and Starling [8] . We can assume that I and J depend only on yx , and set (4.2) Ia(yx) = e-lay>I(yx), Jfyf = e-ay'J(yx).
Multiplying both sides of (2.3) by e~laXl and setting
we get, after some easy manipulations,
Js If we integrate with respect to y2, -oo < y2 < oo, we obtain on the righthand side of (4.4), the same expressions but with $>a(X -Y) replaced by /oo %,ai^i-yi>xï-y2,xi-y3)dy1. Éa(xx+L,xf = Éa(xx,xf, Ha(xx+L,xf = Ha(xx,x2). Proof. To prove (2.5), (2.6) we can proceed by appealing to Lemma 2.1 and rigorously establishing the passage from (2.3), (2.4) to (4.7), (4.8). Alternately (and more simply) we can establish (2.5), (2.6) directly, using the method of proof of Lemma 2.1. Finally, the validity of (4.9) is obvious. 1 We shall henceforth refer to S as either the surface {x3 = f(xx)} in R or the curve {x3 = fi(xx)} in R . We denote points on the curve S by x = (xx, fi(xx)), y = (yx,fi(yx)). The series is convergent in the sense of principal value, i.e., where VyxYk = -V*Ffc . Then
where C is a constant independent of x, y, z.
Proof. By (3.9) and (5.2) it suffices to show that
The difference of the numerators is (0, f(xx) -fi(yf) -f(xx)(xx -yx)), which is 0((xx -yx) ). Hence 
Jo 2 1+a
Proof. Notice that V1?* is defined as in (5.2). Therefore, the left-hand side of (5.6) is equal to the integral (xx+az/(l+af)(ëx+aëf
The first integral on the right-hand side (taken in the p.v. sense) is equal to zero since the integrand is an odd function in xx + az/(l + a ). Since further 27T./-00 (1 lsgn£ (I + a2)(ex + e2) Sl 2i+a2' the assertion of the lemma follows.
where V f¥* means -grad1!'*, and
Consider first the integral of the middle term of (5.10); it is equal to 
The jump relations
Fix a point x . For any z > 0, the point x = x + ze3 belongs to ííj . We shall evaluate limz_k0¿Q(x + ze3), where Ea is defined by (4.12) .
Notice that all the integrals which do not involve V¥t are well defined also at z = 0 and are continuous up to z > 0. Thus the sum of the terms in É which may produce some discontinuity is
:a j\(yx)IxVyVk(x-y)dyx. + coe Jo Write the first term in (6.1) in the form
Then, as z j 0 we get, by Lemmas 5.1-5.3, 
If z < 0, z -+ 0 then we obtain the same limit except that \ J x ñ is replaced by -\ J x ñ.
Similarly, for the second term in (6.1) we get, as z J, 0,
and for the third term we get the limit
If z < 0, z -► 0 we get the same results, but the last term in (6.6) and in (6.7) have the reverse sign. Setting Wj = Vk , Rj = Rk and
we conclude that
where "+" is for ; = 1 and "-" for 7 = 2; here *¥j = »Fy(x -y) and Rj = Âj(xl,yï).
Similarly, setting
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use we get (6.9) . G2 is a 3x6 matrix and (7,7) is a column vector with components /., Jj
Since x¥x -^2 and Rx -R2 are smooth functions,
In particular, t2 is a compact operator from X into X (more precisely, from X6 into X3 ).
Similarly we can write G^jÍXj , yx) is continuous in xx, yx for all x, ^ yx . It follows that fx is a compact operator from X into X.
If we substitute (7.8), (7.11) into (7.4), (7.5), we get + £77£i¿"X/ ^(W-ia^J + Axí, =0.
Lemma 7.2. If K = ñ x ¡^ of^Yj and J-n = 0 then
where Rj = (R), R2, R)).
Proof. Notice that f=Jx(ëx + f(xx)ëf + j2ë2.
We have Using calculations as in Lemma 5.2, we find that the first integral on the right-hand side is equal to zero. Similarly, by the calculations in Lemma 5.3, the second integral on the right-hand side is continuous in z (up to z = 0 ) and is equal to -jH(oJ2) when z = 0. Since the last integral in (7.17) is also continuous in z, up to z = 0, we conclude that (7.16) holds.
Let us now substitute I from (7.14) into those expressions in (7.15) which involve p(I), noting that by Lemma 7.2, p{i) = p(n x (#' -H20)eiax') + p(n x f2(I, /)) (7.18) ico.
--(£l-e2) \h(oJ2) + j\j2(R\+f(xx)R.\)\. Also, from (7.14) (7.21) I = ñx (H0 -HQ)e~lax'í + tfl, J), f4 a compact integral operator. Using (7.21) in evaluating the term iaH(oIx) in (7.19), using also (7.20), and noting that JH(oJ2)(Rx-aVxëx)
is a compact operator, we can rewrite (7.19) we see that (7.21), (7.22) reduce to (7.23) I = 70 + tfl, J), J = J0 + ffl, J) with J0 as above, 70 = n x (770' -H2)e~'ax> , and slightly modified f4, f5. We have proved Theorem 7.3. The system (7.4), (7.5) is equivalent to the system (7.23) where r4, f5 are compact linear integral operators in X ; consequently the Fredholm alternative holds.
It follows that the system has a unique solution except for a countable number of values of the parameters e,, e2, p.
Recall that If we take the scalar product of the equations (7.23) with ë2 and f(x,) respectively, we get a system of linear homogeneous equations for 72, Jx of the form Proof. We have already proved (8.6). To prove (8.7), notice that Jx = 0 and p(J) = 0. It is now easy to check that all the terms on the right-hand side of (4.13) are vectors parallel to ë2. It follows that 77 = H2ë2. Similarly one can check that all the terms on the right-hand side of (4.12) are orthogonal to ë2, and the first assertion of (8.7) thus follows. .7), and similarly we derive a representation for 77 as in (4.8) . A similar representation holds in {x3 < -/}. Letting x3 -► f(xx ) and using the jump relations derived in §5, we find that 7, 3 must satisfy the homogeneous version of the system of integral equations (7.23). Since for this system the first Fredholm alternative holds, I = J = 0 and therefore É = H = 0.
PlECEWISE SMOOTH INTERFACE
In this section we extend the results of the previous sections to the case where S is piecewise smooth and is not necessarily a graph in the x3-direction. We take S to have the form Notice that our assumption on S include the case where S n {x2 = 0} is a step-function, i.e., x3 = f(xx) where / is piecewise constant.
Set / = S n {x2 = 0}, l(s) = (fix(s), 0, fi3(s)) and introduce the tangent f = dl/ds and normal ñ = ë2 x x. We shall also write y(t) = l(t).
We begin with the representation (2.3), (2.4), but take I, J to have the form (10 5) fait)) = HD = I{t)fit), lit) ee I(y(t)),
J(y(t)) = J(t) = J(t)ë2, J(t) = J(y(t));
the general case where (10.6) i = i(t)î(t) + i2(t)ë2, j = j(t)ë2 + jft)T(t)
can be handled similarly. However, as in §8, we can derive a system of equation for ( 
Following the procedure of §7 we now wish to substitute 7 from ( 10.15) into (10.16) in order to get rid of the derivatives dl/dt in (10.16). We require here a lemma analogous to Lemma 7.2 whose proof uses Lemma 10.2: 
\T(s)-T(t)\2 \x(s)(s -t) -S(t -sf + 0(s -t)2\2
Notice that for 5 > sx■, x(s) = x(st + 0) + 0(s -sf . Since also t(s¡ + 0)-t{Sj -0) > -1, the denominator in the last fraction is > c[(s -sf + (t -s¡) ]
(c > 0). It now easily follows that, for s¡_x < t < s¡, \u(t)\ s-t since t < s( < s .
We have thus proved that, for s¿ < s < si+x, it is sufficient to establish ( 10.21)-( 10.23) for u in L¿ n L2,. (Here we have taken for simplicity 0 < s¡_x, si+x < l0 ; if 5( is the smallest or largest point in Z, then some small modifications need to be made, using the /0-periodicity of the functions u(t).)
To simplify the notation we take where |</5| < C(\s\5+ sLt + \s\f + t5), \d6\ < C(t + t\s\+s¿). Since |ai-ySf| > The operator K does not appear to be compact or even bounded if we consider it in the L -norm. We shall therefore resort to a weighted L'-norm \\u\\a= f^dt, 0<a<l.
Lemma 10.8. The operator u -» Ku from L¿ into L1 is a compact operator provided both u and Ku are taken with the \\ \\a norm.
Here L1 = Ll(-l, 1) and L¿ = {« e L1 ; u(t) = 0 if |f| > |}. Recalling (10.56), (10.55), the assertion (10.54) follows.
Having proved Lemma 10.8, we remark that the compactness of all the other operators in t2 is proved much more easily. However, since we shall be using the a-norm || ||a, we still must extend also Lemma 10.6 and the estimate (10.22).
The proof of Lemma 10.6, for the a-norm, remains essentially the same; the only difference is that now we have a slightly different estimate on Tx , namely n 
